


Why nutrition and exercise aren’t enough — and the two biggest things standing
in the way of your results.
The Single-most thing you can do to get closer to your goals...that almost
everybody ignores.
The real reason why you’re so freaking hungry, overeat, and feel like you have no
willpower.
The hidden impact stress has on your body and what to do about it (without
having to live in an off-the-grid oasis somewhere).
What self-care really means and how to do it right. (Hint: it’s not all bubble baths
and massages.)
How to find the right mix of sleep, stress management, and self- care that will
make you feel like a rock star and help you to finally achieve your goals. 

While most people would assume that to get better results, they need to really ramp
up their exercise or perfect their nutrition habits.

In fact, the two biggest things that can negatively affect your willpower, hunger, and
cravings — and stand in the way of the results you want — have nothing to do with
exercise.

That’s right. When clients are struggling to get the results that they want, the first two
things that I look at aren’t nutrition and exercise — they’re actually sleep and stress!
They’re that important.

It might not seem fun or sexy to concentrate on reducing your stress or getting more
rest, but in fact, these things can revolutionise your results.

In this guide you will learn:
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Typically, when someone has a fitness goal, they start a new training routine and
focus solely on exercise and nutrition.

Has that been your approach in the past? I know I used to think this way. I assumed
that changing those two things was the direct route to achieving the body or
performance I wanted.

But exercise and nutrition changes alone often aren’t enough to see results. In fact,
other areas of your lifestyle can influence your ability to get results, big time.
These areas are: sleep, stress management, and self-care.

Giving attention to these other parts of your life — known as “lifestyle management”
can seem overwhelming. But don’t worry! I’m not asking you to somehow make
your life “perfect.” 

In fact, making lifestyle changes don’t have to involve massive shifts. Making small
changes over the long term is one of the best ways to create lasting change and
ultimately achieve the results you desire.

These changes have the potential to radically improve your workouts and nutrition,
and what you’re able to accomplish with your time and energy.
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1. Let's talk about sleep: the real secret to getting results

Getting more sleep is probably the single best change you can make to get yourself
closer to your goals.

Yet, getting more sleep is also quite challenging for a lot of people. It can also seem
counterintuitive — “What? Instead of telling me to work out more, you’re telling me
to rest?” As a result, women often overlook sleep when they start a new training
routine, and that’s a big missed opportunity.Sleep is incredibly important for a bunch
of reasons. Sleep helps to balance hormones, mood, and energy levels, and is the
body’s true “reset” process. Not getting enough sleep can compromise cognition,
ability to reason, and formation of memory. Lack of sleep is also associated with
increased stress hormones and overall stress response, which in and of itself can
create a cycle of poor sleep and further increased stress.
Sleep affects mood, energy, and body weight, heightens pain sensitivity, increases risk
of cardiovascular and GI disease, suppresses the immune system, and impacts
fertility.

When it comes to training, lack of sleep can hinder your ability to feel great for each
training session so you can perform at your best.

Bottom line: if you want to get great results, you’ve got to get adequate, restful
sleep. Sleep also affects your willpower and your ability to make good
nutritional choices.

Lack of sleep can negatively affect your nutritional choices because it makes you
more impulsive. Instead of having the willpower and drive to focus on healthy choices
that lead you closer to your goals like exercise or choosing to eat vegetables, you’re
more likely to take the path of least resistance and skip your workouts, or choose
instant gratification.

Lack of sleep drains your willpower tank big time, making it almost impossible to
keep your long-term goals in mind.
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All of your choices draw from the same willpower tank, and lack of sleep drains the
tank faster than almost anything else. On the other hand, prioritising sleep can
absolutely make it feel like you have more willpower to spend in other areas of life.
Your nutrition choices also feel more difficult when you haven’t had enough sleep. It
becomes really easy to lean toward indulgent foods or drinking high-calorie
caffeinated beverages, both of which are often loaded with sugar, in an attempt to
boost our energy. These options may not align with your goals and likely won’t give
you the lasting energy you’re looking for.

Lack of sleep may be why you’re so hungry and want to overeat.
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2. If you’re not getting the results you want, stress could be standing in your
way.

The body has a limited capacity to deal with stress from all sources. Stress can impact
motivation to exercise and lead to energy depletion, decreased focus, hormonal
imbalance, and an increased risk of injury.

Stress can also hinder recovery, and disrupt sleep on a short or long-term basis. In
other words, stress can make reaching your goals and achieving results much more
difficult.

And that’s not all. Mismanaged stress can lead to anxiety, insomnia, muscle pain, high
blood pressure, a weakened immune system, and gut and bowel dysfunction. Yikes!
We all experience stress in our lives, but it can come in different forms. Two types of
stress to be aware of are acute stress and chronic stress.

Acute stress occurs in the short term and is related to specific demands of the
recent past and near future. Examples include a job interview, a car accident, or a
deadline at work.

Chronic stress is often constant and ongoing over an extended period of time.
Examples include ongoing relationship issues, caretaking responsibilities, a difficult
boss situation, sexual harassment, racism, homophobia, and transphobia.

Both acute and chronic stress can impact your ability to achieve your goals.
Interestingly enough, sleep once again plays a role here. Sleep can help you manage
your stress levels and make you feel more capable of managing the stress in your
life. 
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Types of Stress

Acute Stress: Specific to the demands and pressures of the recent, past and near
future. For example: Upcoming job interview, looming deadline, unexpected medical
issue, car accident.

Chronic Stress: Constant and persists over an extended period of time. For example:
Marital problems, care taking responsibilities, Ongoing sexual harrassment, Rascism
etc. 

Stress can lead to anxiety, insomnia, muscle pain, high blood pressure, a weakened
immune system, and even gut and bowel dysfunction. With acute stress, these
conditions only occur while you are experiencing short-term stress, whereas when
you are experiencing chronic stress, these conditions are often chronic as well. 

While exercise can help alleviate stress, it’s also a stressor itself. And cumulative stress
load can impact your motivation to exercise. In general, stress can lead to energy
depletion, a reduced ability to focus, and muscle tension which can increase your risk
of injury and can hinder your recovery. Stress can also lead to disrupted sleep,
hormonal imbalance, and a lack of progress toward your goals.

The stress reaction in the body is similar whether you’re running from a bear, you’ve
missed a deadline, or you’ve had a particularly taxing training session. The key is to be
aware of situations when you experience stress, recognize how the stress makes you
feel physically, mentally, and emotionally, and modify your lifestyle factors (like
nutrition, training, and sleep) so that you can handle the stress effectively.

Your body has a limited capacity to deal with stress, and training increases the
amount of stress your body experiences. This is not a bad thing, but in order to train
long term without burning out or getting injured, it’s important to reduce stressful
inputs in other areas of your life and increase your ability to deal with stress. 
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What are sources of chronic and acute stress for you?
Are some of these positive or negative?
If certain sources of stress are contributing to your overall stress in a negative way,
what can you do to address the source directly or to help mitigate its effects?

That said, unless you plan on leaving behind everyone and everything in your life and
living out the rest of your days in a secluded retreat, stress isn’t going away.

And that’s OK!

I want to be clear that stress isn’t always a negative thing.

Some sources of stress are positive, productive, and necessary for life. And in most
cases, you need a certain threshold of stress to be effective in your life. 

Eustress refers to the “good” types of stress — the positive things in your life that
contribute to your cumulative stress load. These might be things like taking on an
exciting project at work, playing competitive sports, or going through a life change
like getting married or going back to school.

Distress, on the other hand, is the “bad” type of stress associated with negative life
experiences. Both eustress and distress can increase the stress response in the body,
and both can add to your cumulative stress load, which is how much you can handle
long-term before experiencing severe consequences.

The best thing you can do is not to avoid all stress, but rather, learn how to manage it.
Being proactive with stress management and taking good care of yourself before you
experience significant stress can help improve your ability to recover, stay healthy,
train efficiently, and sleep well — all of which create healthful momentum and lead to
results.

Stress management can look different depending on the person. In order to manage
stress, it’s important to take an honest look at the stress in your life.
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Taking care of your physical health (dental care appointments, doctor’s visits, or
physical therapy).
Taking care of your emotional or mental health by going to a counsellor or
therapist.
Saving yourself some time and stress by paying a bit more to order groceries
online or purchasing pre-prepped foods such as chopped vegetables or a
rotisserie chicken.
Having some relaxing or fun time by taking a bubble bath, connecting with
friends or loved ones, journaling, or doing a workout you enjoy.
Saying no and setting boundaries with commitments or people in your life.

 3. Self-care is your stress management superpower

The term “self-care” gets thrown around a lot, often accompanied with pictures of
women getting massages or doing yoga.

But self-care is really a strategy to help you deal with stress proactively. When I talk
about self-care, I am referring to the way you care for your whole self: your health,
happiness, and desires, and how you nourish your mind, body and spirit.

In other words, self-care choices are those that improve your physical, mental, or
emotional health and move you toward your desired outcome. Self-care choices, even
if they aren’t always easy to make, move you forward.

Self-care doesn’t always have to look like getting a massage or a mani-pedi, though it
certainly can be.

SELF-CARE CAN ALSO INCLUDE THINGS LIKE:

And those are just a few examples. Self-care can be a lot of different things, so take
just a moment to think about strategies that are most helpful for you.

Now, self-care can be super important, but what happens when it goes wrong?
Can self-care actually move you away from, rather than close to, your goals?
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Let’s clear up a common misconception. Self-care is often confused with self-comfort.

Self-comfort is more about soothing and easing discomfort than about moving in the
direction of your desired goals. The more you choose the comfortable choices, the
less likely you will be to make progress toward your goals and what you desire for
your future.

While everyone chooses self-comfort once in a while, it’s important to know that if
you choose self-comfort often enough, it will keep you right where you are.

For example, if your self-care choice is going to bed at 9:30 p.m. because you are tired
and need the rest, your self-comfort choice might look like staying up until 10:30 p.m.
to watch another episode of your favourite TV show because it feels good, even
though you know you need sleep.

And at the extreme end of self-comfort, there’s another self-directed type of
behaviour called self-indulgence. Self-indulgence takes a self-comfort behaviour and
doubles down on it excessively.

For example, if the self-comfort choice is staying up to watch an extra episode on
television instead of going to bed when you’re tired, the self- indulgent choice would
be binge-watching several more episodes and going to bed absolutely exhausted,
which ruins your next day.

When you do this often enough, self-indulgent choices move you backward, away
from your desired result.

When it comes to self-care, it’s important to consider strategies that are also an
investment in Future You — that is, the person you are working on becoming. What
helps you tune into your needs and helps you move toward your goals?

All in all, you now have a good idea of how improving “lifestyle management” can
make a huge difference in helping you achieve your goals. And remember, you don’t
need a lifestyle overhaul to succeed. Small changes, done consistently, add up to big
results!
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What time do you go to bed?
When do you wake up?
How rested and refreshed do you feel upon waking?
How is your energy throughout the day?
Do you experience increased hunger, cravings, or appetite the following day?
How is your willpower the following day? 
How do you feel energy wise for your workouts the following day?

Get some natural light in the morning, which helps improve your circadian
rhythm.
Cut back on caffeine and alcohol.
Eliminate blue light by shutting down screens one hour before bed or by wearing
glasses that block blue light.
Set an alarm on your phone to put it in aeroplane mode when it’s time to start
winding down for bed.
Invest in blackout shades.
Read a book or write in your journal before bed.
Take a hot shower or bath before bed.

Discover Your Best Sleep, Stress Management, and Self-Care Strategies

In this worksheet I’ll help you walk through steps to improve your sleep, stress
management, and self-care, all of which should move you toward your goals.

STEP 1: Investigate your sleep

If you haven’t investigated your sleep before, it may be helpful to keep a sleep log for
about a week. Be sure to include both weekdays and weekends to get a full picture of
what your weekly sleep patterns look like. Note the following things:

Ideas for getting more high-quality sleep:

If you haven’t investigated your sleep before, it may be helpful
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Identify the following: Sources of acute stress in my life include…

Sources of chronic stress in my life include…

The ways I’m managing my stress well include:

Ways I could manage my stress better include:

Self-care activities I’m currently doing include...

Self-care activities I’d like to do more of include:

STEP 2: Improve your stress management

STEP 3: Improve your self-care
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Distinguishing between self-care, self-comfort, and self-indulgence.
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STEP 4: Take action

Set some Implementation Intentions around your self-care, stress management, and
sleep routines. Where can you make improvements, and how do you plan to do that? 
Remember, it’s best to make small changes first to develop success momentum and
then, once you feel confident with those, you can make more changes.
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